Let k be an arbitrary positive, noninteger number and k = [fc] + A, where [&] denotes the entire part of k and 0 < A < 1. Denote by X the vector space of all real-valued, measurable functions defined on i? with equality almost everywhere on Q. Define a functional I on X in the following manner:
where D a f is the distributional derivative of /. Note that this functional I is a convex modular on X.
By the Orlicz-Slobodeckii space B k,M
we mean the set of all functions / 6 X, possessing distributional derivatives D a f up to order [A:], for which there exists a constant a > 0, depending of / such that I(af) < 00, [3] . The space B k ' M equipped with the Luxemburg norm generated by the modular /, is a Banach space, (see [2] ).
Define B = € ft X ft : x = y). For any set A in the tr-algebra of Lebesgue measurable subsets of ft x J?, ft C consider the nonnegative measure v given by v(A) = J J \x -y\~ndxdy and u(B) = 0.
A
The measure v is separable and cr-finite, [3] . Let L M (ft x J?, u) denote the Orlicz space of all real and measurable functions F defined on ft x ft, generated by the modular
H<[*1 and 
we may associate a well-defined vector Pu in CM given by
V /H<(fc]
Let M be an iV-function satisfying the condition Ai and L be arbitrary continuous linear functional over B k,M {Q).
Then there exists v G v = («<*» Vo)|0|<[fcji such that L is of the form (3) and ||I|| = inf 0 ||v;£ N ||, where the infimum is taken over, the set of all v G £ N such that L can be expressed by formula (3) .
for € V{i2) and every a, |a| < [fc], and Let M and N be complementary iV-functions and both the functions satisfy the condition A 2 . 
Thus W is a vector subspace of (B k ' M (f2))*. We shall show that W is dense The same inclusion holds also if the set f2 has finite measure.
The facts relating to the space C M and the dual space (B k ' M (i2))* used in Section 1 hold also in the case when M depends on the parameter. By an argument similar to that in Section 1 the dual space (#Q' (/?))* can be characterized as the space consisting of those distributions T 6 V(f2) satisfying (4) for some v £ C N and the dual space (B k,M {Q))* as the completion of L N (Q) X L N {Q X with respect to the norm || • ||-jt,Ai.
